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Extraction of spatial information from natural lan-
guage is a challenging problem in applications such
as robotics, geographical information systems and
human-machine interaction. The task of spatial role
labeling (SpRL) is a newly introduced task (Kord-
jamshidi et al., 2011) that formalizes the spatial con-
cepts and relations in the language to be mapped to
formal spatial calculus using machine learning. The
first level of this task is to extract spatial roles called
spatial indicators(ind), trajectories(tr) and land-
marks(lm) and their link. Spatial indicators indicate
the existence of spatial information in a sentence. Tra-
jector is an entity whose location is described and land-
mark is a reference object for describing the location
of a trajector. For example in the sentence: The book
on AI in on the table behind you., the second on is a
spatial indicator. book is a trajector and its landmark
is table. A spatial relation is a triplet of spatial roles.
Hence, there are two spatial relations in this sentence:
<onind booktrtablelm> and <behindindtabletr youlm>.

This abstract reports a work in progress for extraction
of spatial relations using structured SVMs (Tsochan-
taridis et al., 2006). This framework provides the flex-
ibility to learn from structured data considering the
complex correlations in both input and output spaces.

SpRL is formulated as a supervised learning to learn
a mapping f : X → Y between the input space X
and discrete output space Y given a set of examples,
E = {(X(i), Y (i)) ∈ X × Y : i = 1 . . . N}. In the joint
learning setting, we tend to learn an F : X × Y → R
over input-output pairs. Then the prediction is per-
formed by maximizing F over Y for a given input
X. Therefor the general form of f is : f(X; W ) =
arg maxY ∈Y F (X,Y ; W ). F is assumed to be a lin-
ear function over a combination of input and output
features Ψ(X, Y ), i.e., F (X,Y, W ) =< W, Ψ(X, Y ) >.

The Xs in our model are the natural language sen-
tences that are represented as a sequence of n words:
X = w1, w2, . . . wn. The Y s are corresponding spatial
triplets: < wind, wtr, wlm >, represented as n× n× n
matrices. Each element yijk in the matrix, is one if
there is a spatial relation between words 〈wi, wj , wk〉.

To reduce the size of the output space a set of candi-
date words are selected according to the background
knowledge about part of speech tags. For example the
indicators can only be the prepositions in our model.

For a structured SVM model, we need to design three
main components (Tsochantaridis et al., 2006). The
first component, is the joint feature mapping Ψ(X, Y ).
The input space features are defined based on the lin-
guistically motivated features of the words in addi-
tion to the relations between adjacent and long dis-
tance words. The linguistic features contain, the word-
form, part of speech tag, semantic role, dependency
relation and subcategorization of each word (Kord-
jamshidi et al., 2011). These features are joined with
the spatial roles that each word plays in the output
space. For example whether a specific word-form is a
spatial indicator will be one binary joint feature and
whether it plays a trajector role with respect to a spe-
cific indicator is another joint binary feature and so
on. The second component, is the inference algorithm.
Since the number of possible Y ’s for each input X is
very large in structured output prediction, we use a
cutting plane algorithm (Tsochantaridis et al., 2006)
in which only the most violated Y is considered in
formulating the constraints for the max-margin opti-
mization problem. However an efficient inference algo-
rithm is required for maximization over Y for a given
X and finding the most violated constraints. To this
aim we use a greedy inference algorithm. The third
component, is the loss function. We define a flexible
F1-based loss function for this task and evaluate the
prediction of the model for the spatial roles and rela-
tions.
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